
To Sunita, Z, Rich, Nati, Melissa, Greg, and Peter,

If we want trust, transparency, and de-siloing from co-op members, we must lead by example.

We directors are very busy people – many who have been devoted to this co-op for years, have other
jobs and projects, and are often tired for good reason.

I think it is most accurate to frame it as tragic that we haven’t been vulnerable with ourselves and co-op
members about our lack of capacity.

We must open up this discussion, particularly as regards compliance. This shouldn't be as a source of
condemnation, but as an opportunity for members to understand and assist.

There are currently no term limits, so when folks leave the board it seems to be due to burnout or
conflicts, which has left tasks undone and created gaps in director education.

Secretary and chairperson now have not just their usual work, but old tasks abandoned when those
doing them stepped away to finally rest. Even more so because we are once again without a treasurer.

We all care so much about this co-op. The best way we can demonstrate our care is by letting others
care too. Vulnerability isn't easy, but for Resonate to truly be a community, this act of trust is
fundamental.

Quoting a member's reply to our General Meeting announcement: "A lack of transparency undermines
how the community can feel about itself, and basically turns anyone not in the know of the board
member’s decision process into lower class citizens of this common endeavor, much like they probably
already feel elsewhere [...]"

When co-op members are not given the information they require to participate, they are left in a passive
and reactive position. Our whole community is left lacking what they could bring.

If we do not increase transparency and communication with members, those who came here for the right
reasons will leave – also for the right reasons.

I am asking for reassurance from y'all that tomorrow at the General Meeting, we will be speaking openly
and in detail with member-owners about the co-op's compliance situation and that Thom’s worthy
appointment be presented in the context of its larger story.

with heart,
Hakanto


